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Summary
Robert Adair's lecture on Landmarks in Particle Physics at Brook-
haven National Laboratory (BNL) is a commemoration of the 40th
Anniversary of Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Adair describes ten researches in elementary particle physics at
Brookhaven that had a revolutionary impact on the understanding
of elementary particles. Two of the discoveries were made in 1952
and 1956 at the Cosmotron. BNL's first proton accelerator. Four were
made in 1962 and 1964 at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron,
the Cosmotron's replacement. Two other discoveries in 1954 and
1956 were theoretical, and strong focusing (1952) is the only techni-
cal discovery. One discovery (1958) happened in an old barrack.

Four of the discoveries were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics.
Adair believes that all of the discoveries are worthy of the Nobel
Prize.



Landmarks in Particle Physics
at Brookhaven National Laboratory

Robert K. Adair

Both Brookhaven National Laboratory' (BNL)
and the modern discipline of Elementary Parti-
cle Physics were born about forty years ago.
Hence, their histories are entwined — and ent-
wined with my own less significant personal
history as I began graduate school at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, began my first research,
and saw the first paper with my name as an
author, also forty years ago in 1947.

My first association with Brookhaven came
only a little later when 1 worked at the labora-
tory through the summer of 1949 as a visiting
graduate student while preparing a review
paper on neutron cross sections. A few years
later, in 1953.1 left Wisconsin and joined the
staff of the old BNL Cosmotron Department. It
was there that I began working with Larry
Leipuner and Rich Larsen. a relationship that
has continued for nearly 35 years through my
move across the water to Yale and recent return
to BNL.

Hence I have been a part of BNL for almost
the whole of its existence, and the ten remark-
able accomplishments I am describing here are
matters I witnessed, conducted by people I
knew well. This is then a personal account and
if it is colored by my affection and respect for
my friends who conducted these experiments,
so be it.

How remarkable are these landmarks I have
chosen? I can answer only by pointing out that
Nobel Prizes were awarded on account of three
of the discoveries and could well have been
awarded for the other seven. (Since I gave this
talk, the Nobel Prize has indeed been awarded
for one of the other seven. Leon Lederman, Mel
Schwartz, and Jack Steinberger won the 1988
prize for Number 7, the discovery of the muon
neutrino).

The cast of the ten-act drama I describe
includes, of course, many of the remarkable
scientists who have served on the BNL staff. But

there were remarkable people whose contribu-
tions at BNL were just as seminal, if perhaps
not quite as singular, whom I cannot leave out
of any essay I write on the history of Brook-
haven which includes the early years. No de-
scription of particle physics at BNL in those
times can stand without mentioning Lee
Haworth. the one time semi-pro baseball
player, brought up in the Society of Friends in
Indiana, who was the leader and the Director of
the laboratory in the great early years. The bril-
liant, idiosyncratic Oreste Piccioni, who came
to BNL after conducting a remarkable experi-
ment in war-time Italy that radically changed
particle phyr'cs, set his stamp of originality
and intellectual rigor on the experimental pro-
gram. And I cannot leave unmarked the strik-
ing leadership provided in experimental phys-
ics by Rod Cool and Sam Lindenbaum, and in
accelerator development by John Blewett and
Ken Green.

1. Associated Production

Physical Review 91:1287,1953
Production of V? Particles
By Negative Pions in Hydrogen

W.B. Fowler, RP. Shutt. A.M. Thorndike,
and W.L. Whittemore

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton. New York
(Received July 16. 1953)

In the course of staffing the nascent laboratory
with physicists who could exploit the big accel-
erator — to be the world's largest — under con-
struction, Ralph Shutt was brought to BNL as a
special expert in diffusion cloud chambers. The
(ordinary) Wilson Cloud Chamber works by
cooling vapor-saturated gas through expansion:
droplets then condense about gas molecules
electrically disturbed by the passage of high



energy particles, hence, marking the particle
tracks. Particle tracks are delineated similarly
in diffusion chambers but the saturated vapor
is cooled by diffusion from warm to cold areas
in the chamber. Though both chambers work
well with accelerators, the diffusion chambers
match accelerator cycle rates somewhat better.

Shutt quickly recruited a fine group of physi-
cists and built a large high-pressure hydrogen
diffusion chamber in a powerful magnet. Then
with his colleagues, he used the chamber to
study the products of the interactions of high
energy particles at the Cosmotron, soon after
that machine began producing protons at the
unprecedented energy of 2.3 GeV. Thousands of
pictures of the chamber were taken during the
experiment. One was wholly remarkable and
served to initiate the solution of one of the
pressing problems in particle physics.

Some years before, the British physicists,
Rochester and Butler, had observed two V-

particlcs (labeled after the V shaped tracks they
produced in the chamber) formed bv (lie inter
actions ol cosmic rays. According to ideas
accepted at (he time, these si range particles
should have lived only about 10" seconds: ihcv
actually survived more than 10 seconds — the
difference between a summer afternoon and
the age of the universe. How could I his be
understood? Shim's experiment provided a
path to the understanding of" ihese strange
particles.

Figure 1 shows a remarkable picture of the
vapor trails of the panicles produced by the
interaction of a pi-meson with a proton in the
hydrogen gas that filled the chamber. The V
shaped set of tracks is significant. From the
small curvatures of the tracks in the magnetic
field (not shown in Figure 2) the momentum of
the three important tracks could be deter-
mined. Then (as I heard the story) Shutt work-
ing at home in the evening on his kitchen table

Figure 1. The stereophotograph
shows the V-decay that consti-
tuted the first evidence for asso-
ciated production.



was able to show that the data indicated that
two strange particles wort- produced in the
interaction of the incoming pi meson; a lambda
particle (that produced through its decay the V
shaped tracks seen in the chamber) and a par-
ticle (now called a K-particle) which did not
decay in the chamber. Since both the lambda
and K particles were electrically neutral, (heir
passage through the gas caused no electrical
disturbance and no track.

This discover}' that the strange particles were
produced in pairs in an "associated produc-
tion" was a first essential step on the road that
led to the description of matter as constituted
by quarks. In retrospect, the BNL photograph
was evidence for the existence of the s-quark
and anti-s-quark. but quarks were not under-
stood for another decade. Looking at the recon-
struction of the event from the cloud chamber
picture as shown in the diagram at the left of
Figure 2 from the modern viewpoint of the
quark model, with the quark constitutents of
the relevant particles given at the right, we see
that the two strange particles that were pro-
duced contained an s-quark (where s stands for
strange) and an anti-s-quark. It is the conserva-
tion of s minus anti-s-quarks that requires the
associated production of pairs of strange parti-
cles. The slowness of the change of s quarks to
u quarks (or anti-s-quarks to anti-u-quarks)
accounts for the long lifetime of the strange
particles.

2. Strong Focusing and Very High
Energy Accelerators
Physical Review 88:1190, 1952
The Strong-Focusing Synchroton —
A New High Energy Accelerator
Ernest D. Courant, M. Stanley Livingston,
and Hartland S. Snyder

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York
(Received August 21, 1952)

The development of strong focusing (in particle
accelerators and particle beams) at BNL by Stan
Livingston, Ernie Courant. and Hardand
Snyder — with a bow to the fascinating auto-
didact and Greek elevator-engineer Nick
Christofilos. who came to BNL to help design
the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) —
constitutes a critically important chapter in the
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Figure 2. At the left is a schematic reconstruc-
tion of the event seen in the cloud chamber. The
dotted lines show the paths of neutral particles
that do not leave tracks. The rr TT decay at the
right in the chamber was not seen but inferred
from analysis. The quark composition of the rele-
vant particles is shown at the right of the figure.

almost quintessential^7 American book of par-
ticle accelerator design through 1970. Although
Cockcroft and Walton built the first particle
accelerator in England {just beating out Merle
Tuve working in the United States), the Cyclo-
tron (Lawrence and Livingston), the Electro-
static Generator (Van de Graaff, Herb. Tuve.
Heydenberg). the betatron (Kirst and Serber).
the synchrotron (McMillan), the linear accelera-
tor (Hansen), and colliding beams (Richter and
O'Neill) were all largely American developments.

By 1952, with the successful operation of the
3-GeV Cosmotron at BNL and the incipient
commissioning of the 6-GeV Bevatron at the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, a new era of
accelerators had opened — and. it seemed, was
to close. What was the problem? The particles
that are accelerated in a typical circular, high
energy accelerator like the AGS travel about
100,000 miles before they hit a target that is,
typically, one-quarter of an inch in diameter.
Obviously the particles need guidance through
focusing. Although magnets can be easily
designed that strongly focus particles in one
plane. Maxwells laws describing magnetic
fields insure that there will be equally strong
defocusing in the normal plane. For example, if
the magnetic fields focus horizontal rays, they
must defocus vertical rays. A certain very weak
net focusing was obtained in pre-1952 acceler-
ators but because the focusing was very weak.



very large vacuum channels and very large
accelerator bending magnets were required.
The Cosmotron. which eventually accelerated
protons to an energy of 3 GeV. required a
vacuum channel about 6" high and more than
18" wide to hold the beam. The magnet that
imposed a field on this large volume was about
6' high and 6' wide; the Bevatron vacuum
chambers and magnets were even larger. The
cost of the sheet bulk of steel required for very
high energies was prohibitive. Energies of the
order of 15 GeV seemed to be about the limit
that might be considered.

Vertical
rays

Magnets or Lenses

Figure 3. Strong focusing lens systems focusing
beams of particles — or beams of light —from a
source point at the left to an object point at the
right through the diverging and converging
lenses are of equal strength.

But all of this changed with the Courant-
Livingston-Snyder discovery of the Strong Fo-
cusing Principle. Strong Focusing is a subtle
concept which can, however, be expressed,
albeit simplistically, in an accessible manner. In
essence, the Brookhaven physicists noted that
there was a considerable net focusing in com-
binations of equally strong focusing and defo-
cusing lenses. The diagram of Figure 3 sug-
gests that character of this net focusing —
which works on light rays as well as particle
beams. For both the upper and lower sets of
lenses, the total strength of the lenses is zero;
there is as much defocusing from the concave
lenses as focusing from the convex lenses. But
both sets focus particles — or light — from a
source point to an object point. Since any lens
act so as to bend rays at an angle roughly pro-
portional to the distance of the ray from the
lens axis, the effect of the diverging lenses, that

bend rays outward, is more than compensated
by the effect of the converging lenses that bend
the light inward.

The strong focusing principle fits well into
accelerator magnet design. If alternate magnets,
or sets of magnets, were built with opposite
gradients — one sector with a higher field at
the inside of the beam circle, the next sector
with a higher field at the outside of the circle —
the net focusing would be very large. With this
principle at the center of the design, the con-
struction of the 30-GeV AGS was begun which
would have a vacuum chamber less than one-
fifieth of the cross section of the Cosmotron
chamber and with very much smaller magnets.
Indeed less steel was used in the AGS than in
the Cosmotron. though the AGS was ten times
larger in circumference.

Since the successful operation of the AGS,
every very high energy circular machine built
has used strong focusing. Modern elementary
particle physics would hardly have emerged
from its position in 1958 without the informa-
tion derived from machines that could not have
been built without strong focusing.

3. The Yang-Mills Gauge Theory
Physical Review 96:191, 1954
Conservation of Isotopic Spin
and Isotopic Gauge Invariance

C.N. Yang and R.L. Mills

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York
(Received June 28, 1954)

C.N. (Frank) Yang was at Brookhaven little
more than a year, sitting in a small office in the
old Cosmotron building — next to an office
occupied by Larry Leipuner and me. But from
that small room came two of the most impor-
tant theoretical developments of the four
decades chronicled here.

In 1954. Yang and Bob Mills, a young BNL
Research Associate who had just returned to
the United States after receiving his Ph.D. at
Cambridge, became interested in attempting to
use the principle of gauge invariance as a
general base for the strong nuclear interac-
tions. Gauge invariance had long been known
as a unifying principle of the electromagnetic
interactions but had not seemed relevant to
other forces.



Generally speaking, natural forces such as
electromagnet ism can be described in different
ways — as with different scientific vocabular-
ies. Though these different forms must be fun-
damentally equivalent, some (onus may exhibit
important relationships obscured by other de-
scriptions. The electromagnetic forces on a
stationary charge particle can be described in
terms of the effects of an electric field E and a
magnetic field B on the particle, where the E
field is a measure of the force on the particle
when it is stationary and B is proportional to
the extra force on the charge as it moves. But
the electromagnetic forces can be equally well
described by the scalar potential field <i> (related
to E) and the vector potential field A (related to
B).

The relationship between E and 4> is similar
to the relationship between different possible
descriptions of the topography of an area used
by a hiker. The hiker might use a (rather
unusual) map where the direction and slope of
the terrain were indicated at every point or he
might use a (more conventional) map where the
altitude at each point was shown (by contour
lines). The first map listing slopes is analogous
to a map of E; the second, listing altitudes, is
similar to a map of 4>. Both maps are complete
— knowing one, you can construct the other —
and hence they are fundamentally equivalent.

One can change the altitude — and the alti-
tude map — without affecting the hiker by rais-
ing or lowering the whole terrain by a small
amount. The hill will be just as steep and as
hard to climb and the valley just as deep, if the
whole terrain were raised or lowered 100 feet by
some geological cataclysm. This is an example
of a kind of gauge invariance. Similarly, the *
field can be increased everywhere without
changing E or the forces on a stationary
charged particle. Somewhat more intricate and
intertwined changes, called gauge transforma-
tions, can be made on 4> and A together without
changing either E or B or the forces on any
charged particle.

Then, if the potential fields <P and A are arbi-
trary inasmuch as there are an infinite number
of combinations related through an infinite set
of gauge transformations that lead to the same
forces on particles, are they 'real' or are they
only calculational devices from which the 'real'
electric and magnetic fields, E and B, and the
'real' forces on the particles can be derived.
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Figure 4. The double slit scattering of electrons
in the presence of a shielded solenoid magnet
turned on and off. Though no magnetic field B is
produced outside of the shield, the vector poten-
tial A induces changes in the phases of the wave
(the maxima of the waves are shown as solid
and dashed lines) and. hence, in the diffraction
pattern.

Perhaps the definition of real' is not the pro-
vince of physics but of philosophy, but 4> and A
do have physical consequence outside of their
relations with E and B through their effects on
the phase of the de Broglie waves of charged
particles.

The schematic diagram of Figure 4 shows an
incident beam of electrons striking a screen
after being diffracted (as de Broglie waves)
through two slits in a barrier. The intensity
pattern on the screen is characteristic of such
wave diffraction. Now if a carefully shielded
solenoid magnet is placed between the slits as
shown, the values of A in the paths of the elec-
trons will be changed though there will be no
electric field E or magnetic field B generated
there by the shielded magnet. Though the
magnet will not change the forces on the elec-
trons, the phase of the de Broglie waves will
change as A is changed by the magnet and that
change in phase will show up as a change in
the pattern of diffracted intensity shown on the
screen (the Bohm-Aharonov effect). The phase
of the waves is determined by the values of the
potential fields A and * along the path of the
waves.

Now by application of a gauge transforma-
tion, let the values of A and <J> be changed at
every point in space and for every time. Then
the calculated phase of the wave will be differ-
ent at every point of space and for every time.
But since a revised calculation changes
nothing, the diffraction pattern cannot change.
This gives us an elegant, if arcane, way of de-
scribing the electromagnetic field by reversing



the relation between the fields and the phase
of the charged particles.

The electromagnetic potential fields A and <1>
(and then the derived electric and magnetic
fields E and B) are just those fields that are
required if any physical process is to remain
unchanged though the phase of each charged
particle is changed (almost) arbitrarily at even'
point and at even' time. The invariance of
nature under the change of phase of the de
Broglie waves of charged particles requires the
electromagnetic field.

The description of the well-known electro-
magnetic field in terms of the electric field E
and the magnetic field B, or the scalar potential
<i> and vector potential A. seemed to provide no
key. no insight, into an understanding of the
weak interactions or the strong interactions.
Could the hoped-for relationship between all
forces be more clearly seen in extending the
princip'e of gauge transformations? But no one
had succeeded in constructing a gauge trans-
formation that showed any promise of generat-
ing the weak or strong forces. Yang and Mills
thought they saw a different path that might be
successful.

They attacked the strong interactions and
instead of a transformation that changed the
phase of de Broglie waves in space, they inves-
tigated transformations that changed neutrons
to protons and interchanged positive, neutral,
and negative pions. They found an elegant and
mathematically beautiful transformation that
generated an elegant and beautiful force.
Though, even then, the force as they applied it.
did not seem to quite match the experimental
description of the strong interactions that was
emerging, the beauty of their result was so
compelling that they felt there must be some
truth in it. Nature must use that idea
somewhere.

Twenty-five years later, the Yang-Mills field
stemming from extended gauge invariance was
found to be the natural way of describing first
the weak interactions, then the strong interac-
tions with quarks rather than neutrons and
protons. We now are confident that gauge
invariance is God's special principle and almost
aJl modern ideas concerning unified fields and
forces are based on that principle as first seen
by Frank Yang and Bob Mills in that modest
room at the end of the hall of the old BWL Cos-
motron building.

4. Parity Nonconservatioi—
God is not Ambidextrous
Physical Review 106:1371,1957
Question of Parity Conservation
In Weak Interactions

T.D. Lee
Columbia University
New York. New York

and

C.N. Yang
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton. New York
(Received June 22, 1956)

About two years later in that same room. Yang.
at BNL for the summer from the Institute for
Advanced Studies, and T.D. Lee, commuting
from Columbia, old friends from their days as
graduate students at the University of Chicago,
began discussing the "6 — r" problem.

Dick Dalitz. then at Cornell, who also was
often a guest at BNL, had shown that the 2 IT
products of the decay of a particle called the 8
must have even parity (the de Brogie wave des-
cribing the particles must be even upon reflec-
tion in a mirror, as is the fundamental vibra-
tion of a violin string) while the 3TT decay
products of a particle called the r must have
odd parity (as does the vibration of the first
harmonic of the violin string) (Figure 5). But
there was increasing experimental evidence
that the 6 and r were the same particle. But if a
particle with a definite parity decayed into sys-
tems with different parities, the parity must
change with the decay. At that time there was a

Fundamental
Fi rst Harmonic

flmplitudes

Intensit ies

Figure 5. The amplitude of the even-parity
fundamental vibration of a string is shown at the
left; the odd-parity first harmonic is at the right.
Note the vibrational intensities, proportional to
the squares of the amplitudes, shown below are
both symmetric upon reflection through the cen-
ter of the string.



level of universal belief that even- system (such
as a particle or its decay products) had a defi-
nite parity and that parity would never change.

Why this confidence in the conservation of
parity? Stated simply, if parity is conserved,
there would be no observable difference
between left-handed and right-handed coordi-
nate systems — between the real world and its
reflection in a mirror. If parity is conserved,
Lewis Carroll's intrepid heroine Alice could
never find any way of being certain as to
whether she is in Looking-Glass Land or at
home. Although she might suspect that she
had passed through the mirror by noting that
the Red Queen was left-handed or that Tvveedle-
Dee and Tweedle-Dum buttoned their coats like
girls, she would learn soon enough to have little
confidence in either the Queen or the strange
twins. If she is to know where she is, she must
look to the fundamentaJ character of nature —
she must conduct a physics experiment.

In 1955. it was known that the electromag-
netic forces and the strong nuclear forces did
not discriminate between coordinate systems
— or mirror images — and nearly all physicists
believed Nature had had the good sense to
apply that symmetry to everything. (Indeed,
most physicists — such as your speaker —
thought, incorrectly, that it had been demon-
strated that the weak interactions were also
symmetric.) In that climate, only the very wise
and very bold questioned the supposed funda-
mentaJ character of the mirror symmetry. But
T.D. Lee and C.N. Yang were wise and bold and
asked themselves, "What is the evidence that
the weak interactions conserve parity?"

To answer that question, they simply calcu-
lated almost every weak interaction pheno-
menon, (effectively the results of every possible
experiment) assuming parity conservation and
assuming no parity conservation. After these
many years, I still hear in my mind the echoes
of their excited high-pitched voices in the room
next door to my office, or sometimes, from the
little conference room across the hall where
there was more blackboard space. Most of the
dialogue was in Chinese with occasional Eng-
lish technical phrases emerging, "parity",
"matrix element", etc. They found that for
almost every case, the parity-nonconserving
model gave the same answer as the parity-
conserving description. For only a few special
results was there a difference, and none of

those had ever been measured. In short, there
was no evidence at all that the weak interac-
tions conserved parity — and it seemed highly
probable that the 0 — - results concerned weak
decays.

In the paper Lee and Yang wrote that pres-
ented their results, they listed practical experi-
ments that would differentiate between mir-
rored systems if the weak interactions did not
conserve parity. Then thev worked to get exper-
imenters to perform these experiments. They
predicted that the ~ — ju — e decay chain
would define a screw direction manifestly vio-
lating mirror symmetry and asked Leon Leder-
man and Dick Ganvin, who were then measur-
ing muon decays, to look at the effects they
predicted. Lederman and Ganvin said they
would — after they finished what they were
doing at the time — but the proposed experi-
ment would be difficult and would require long
preparation. They asked Larry Leipuner and me
to do the same experiment with our small hyd-
rogen bubble chamber. We said that we were
interested but, again, the experiment would be
quite difficult and we did not know when we
could get around to doing it. Next, they talked
to C.S. Wu at Columbia. Miss Wu, wiser than
Lederman and Garwin and much wiser than
Leipuner and Adair, began immediately the
crucial experiment that was to prove that God
was left-handed.

Known to all with affection and respect as
Miss Wu, Wu was and is one of the seminal
physicists of our time — to many the greatest
woman physicist since Madame Curie. (Her
husband, C.L. "Luke" Yuan — grandson of
Yuan Shih-K'ai. Chinese statesman and first
President of China — was an important exper-
imental physicist at Brookhaven at that time
and until his retirement some years ago.)

The experiment that Wu wanted to do
required the alignment of a nucleus that would
then undergo beta-decay. She knew that Eric
Ambler's group at the National Bureau of
Standards had pioneered the very low tempera-
ture techniques required to do this and
arranged to work in Washington with Ambler.
The results of the Wu-Ambler experiment were
as Lee and Yang had predicted and are shown
as conducted by Alice in Figure 6. The radioac-
tive cobalt, aligned in the magnetic field pro-
duced by the clockwise electron current, emits
electrons upwards in our world. The beta-



electrons were spinning as a nut on a left-hand
threaded bolt. In Looking-Glass-Land, where
the electrons that produce the magnetic field
travel clockwise, the beta-electrons go down-
wards. Nature differentiates between mirrored
systems: Alice can tell where she is: parity is not
conserved.

When Lederman and Garwin heard of Wu's
result, they found a clever way of adapting their
apparatus to make the required measurements
and in 24 hours were able to show that the ir —
M — e chain also demonstrated parity noncon-
servation. At BNL. Leipuner and I. with Ronnie
Rau. Rod Cool, and others took a week to do our
"very difficult experiment", which again gave
dramatic proof of the mirror asymmetry. As I
sometimes tell my students, '"We (at BNL) got
very little credit for our pretty experiment. And
that is. just what we deserved."

Soon afterwards Lee and Yang were awarded
the Nobel Prize for their analysis of the weak
interactions and C.S. Wu was later awarded the
Wolf Prize for the experiment that confirmed
the Lee-Yang hypothesis.

5. The Discovery of the KL —
the Eightfold Way to Quarks
Physical Review 103:1901,1956
Observation of Long-Lived
Neutral V Particles
K. Lande. E.T. Booth. J. Impeduglia.
and L.M. Lederman
Columbia University
New York. New York
and

W. Chinowsky
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York
(Received July 30, 1956)

By 1955, patterns began to emerge clearly in
the systematics of the strange particles Shutt
had investigated a few years before at BNL. In
particular, it was clear that there were positive,
negative, and neutral particles of the 0 — r type
discussed by Dalitz (and now called generically,
K-mesons). Also, it was seen that all of the
strongly interacting particles (hence, expecting
electrons, muons and neutrinos) belonged to
sets called charge multiplets where all of the
particles in the set were acted on identically by
the strong nuclear interactions but had differ-

Figure 6. Alice and Alice-through-the-looking-
glassgetting different resultsfrom the60Co
experiment they are conducting according to
the recipe qfWu and Ambler.

ent electric charges. The neutron and proton
formed such a set of two (and the antiproton
and antineutron another set of two): the posi-
tive, neutral, and negative pi-mesons consti-
tuted a set of three, and there were other
known sets of one, two, three, and four
elements.

It would then seem that the K-mesons — pos-
itive, neutral, and negative — formed a set of
three. But the interpretation of the K-mesons
as a triplet did not fit the broader eightfold way
ideas of Murray Gell-Mann and others that led
to the ideas of quarks. Four K-mesons were
needed (along with the three pions and the beta
particle) to form the set of eight required by
Gell-Mann's symmetry. From this view, the K-
mesons should be made up of two doublets or
sets of two: the K* and K should form a dou-
blet along with an antiparticle doublet made up
of the K and the K°.

As pointed out clearly by Lee and Yang in
connection with their work un symmetries, par-
ticles and their antiparticles mostJhave the
same mass. Hence the K° and the K° predicted
by Gell-Mann must have the same m^ss. If so,
according to the interpretation of particles (as
waves), according to quantum mechanics,
combinations of K-particle and K-antiparticle
could be envisaged that would be on the same
footing as the Kand K. In particular, a Ki parti-
cle described as the sum of the K and K ampli-
tudes, and a K2 particle that would be the dif-



ference of the K and K amplitudes would be
especially interesting.
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Conversely, the K° and K° could be considered
to be combinations of the K\ and Ka:
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A classical analogue of the neutral K system
is found in polarized light: one can construct
interesting combinations of right-circular
polarized light (K) and left-circular polarized
light (K) of exactly the same frequency (mass). If
we consider light traveling left-to-right, light
polarized linearly in a vertical plane (Ki) can be
constructed from the addition — in phase — of
the right-circular and left-circular polarised
light (K plus K) and light linearly polarized
horizontally (Kz) can be made from the differ-
ence — or out of phase addition — of the right-
circular and left-circular polarized light (K
minus K).

From this description, the Ki is even under
the exchange of particle (K) and antiparticle (K),
and the K2 is odd. In general, the neutral K-
meson can decay to two pions (ir* and n~, or n°
and 7T°). Charged or neutral, the two pions are
even under change from particle to anti-
particle. Such evenness or oddness will not be
changed by the transition, hence the even Ki
can decay to two pions (which are always even)
while the odd K2 cannot. Consequently, the K\
will have a very short lifetime (typically travel-
ing only a few inches before decaying to two
pions) while the K2 will live a long time (typi-
cally traveling many meters before decaying in
other ways).

Willy Chinowsky at BNL, with Leon Lederman
and others at Columbia, understanding that
the establishment of the existence of a long
lived neutral K-meson would provide a definite
proof of the hypothesis that the K-mesons con-
stituted two doublets — and then that the
eightfold way conjecture of Gell-Mann was
quite probably correct — designed an experi-
ment to look for these particles. In principle the
experiment was simple. The 3-GeV proton beam
from the Cosmotron was allowed to strike a
metal target producing K°-mesons as well as
other particles. Far from the target, the Colum-
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Figure 7. The production of long-lived K2
mesons from initial K° states in parallel with the
production of horizontally polarized light from
an initial beam of left-circular polarized light.

bia 36" diameter expansion cloud chamber in a
magnetic field was set to detect the decays of
long lived K2-particles. The decays were to be
identified by their characteristic V-shapes as
seen in photographs of the chamber (very
much as in the associated production pictures
viewed by Shutt and his collaborators a few
years earlier).

We show in Figure 7, a schematic representa-
tion of the experiment in parallel with an anal-
ogous system of linearly polarized light. Here we
show the production of right-circular polarized
light in parallel to the production of the K par-
ticles. This circularly polarized light can be
considered to be made up of a combination of
vertical and horizontal linearly polarized light
— even as the K° can be considered a combina-
tion of the even K\ and odd Ki particles. Then
the vertically polarized light is eliminated
through absorption by polaroid leaving the
horizontally polarized light —just as the K?
states are eliminated through their decay to
two pions leaving the K2 states that were to
decay usually to three particles, two charged
and one neutral.

But were there such three-body decays? The
pictures showed hundreds of fine tracks tra-
versing the chamber, generated by the back-
ground radiation from the Cosmotron. Could a
V-shape track be found in the sea of back-
ground? Yes! Eventually a clear signal of 23
such tracks was seen establishing the two-
doublet model of the K-mesons and the eight-
fold way — but it was not easy. 1 remember
Willy Chinowsky calling me over to where he
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was scanning projections of the film on the
Cosmotron floor (the only place he could get
enough room) to see an event be found. For five
minutes I searched the view unsuccessfully
before Chinowsky pointed it out. Then it was
clear and beautiful.

6. The Helicity of the Neutrino
Physical Review 109:1051,1958
Helicity of Neutrinos

M. Goldhaber. L. Grodzins. and A.W. Sunyar

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York
(Received December 11. 1957)

Through the 60Co experiment of Miss Wu, we
knew that God had made electrons left-handed;
an electron traveling near the speed oflight
spins as a left-hand nut advancing along a bolt;
the electron has negative helicity. But how did
He design the neutrino? Because the neutrino
is elusive, such a measurement must be made
indirectly and ingeniously. The ingenuity was
supplied by Maurice Goldhaber. Andy Sunyar,
and Lee Grodzins in a table-top experiment per-
formed in an old army barracks at BNL.

Because the neutrino is so difficult to detect,
Goldhaber and his colleagues thought to
determine the helicity indirectly by measuring
the momenta and angular momenta of every-
thing but the neutrino in some neutrino emit-
ting reaction. Then, from the conservation of
momentum, the direction of motion of the neu-
trino would be known, and from the conserva-
tion of angular momentum, the missing neu-
trino spin would be known. Put the missing
momentum and spin together and — Lo! the
neutrino helicity.

But does nature provide decays that allow all
of the required measurements? Yes, but the set
of possibilities is curiously sparse. Of all the
thousands of beta-decays, Maurice Goldhaber
knew of but one that allows a direct measure-
ment of the helicity of the emitted neutrino.
And after three decades, no one has found a
second.

I have sometimes told my Yale undergraduate
students, puzzled as to their place in physics —
are they to work as a theorist and master pow-
erful calculational techniques or as an experi-
mentalist constructing arcane apparatus? — of
my friend, who calculates not, nor does he

build. But by knowing everything and under-
standing everything, Maurice Goldhaber has
been — for fifty years — and is now. one of the
greatest in our craft. And only Goldhaber could
have plucked, from the myriad of known reac
tions, the particle K-capture transition of a
Europium isotope that formed the unique
arena for the establishment of the neutrino
helicity.

The course of that transition is shown
schematically by the arrows on the energy level
diagrams at the left of Figure 8. An isotope of
Europium, with zero spin, forms an excited
state of Samarium with spin 1 by capturing (Re-
capture) an orbital electron. The Samarium
state then emits a gamma ray — a photon with
spin 1 — in a transition to the spin zero
ground state. Like neutrinos and relativistic
electrons, the photon spin is directed either
along or against its direction of motion — it
points either fore or aft.

Because both initial and final nuclear states
have spin zero, the spins of the photon and
neutrino must be opposed. Hence the neutrino
and photon must travel along the same direc-
tion (approximately, as a consequence of the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle), and a mea-
sure of the polarization of the photon and the
direction of the neutrino will serve to define the
helicity of the neutrino.

The direction of the spin of the photon was
determined by passing the photon through
magnetized iron that acts as a polarimeter
passing photons spinning (circularly polarized)
in the direction of the magnetic field morev

easily than those spinning in the opposite
direction. If photons could be selected from
events such that the neutrino were directed
upwards (in the diagram of Figure 8) the heli-
city of the neutrino would be determined by
measuring the direction of spin of the photon.
If the photon spin were down, the neutrino
must have positive helicity, if the spin were up.
the neutrino must be left-handed.

Goldhaber, Grodzins and Sunyar determined
the direction of the neutrino motion by scatter-
ing the gamma ray into the detector off a ring
of Samarium. They noted that if the gamma ray
emitted from the excited state of Samarium
would hit the target Samarium nucleus just
hard enough so that that nucleus would be
moving at the same speed as the emitting
nucleus, the gamma rays would scatter reson-
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antly with a high probability in the direction of
the polarized iron. If the motion of the two
Samarium nuclei (emitter and target) were dif-
ferent, aJmost no scattering would take place.
Obviously, the target nuclei hit by the gamma
will be moving downwards. The emitting
nucleus will be moving downwards only if it
recoils from the emission of a neutrino
upwards. Hence, the scattered photons they
measured must have been emitted by nuclei
recoiling downwards after emitting upwards
moving neutrinos. Their measurements
showed the photons were polarized upwards,
hence the neutrinos were left-handed just as
electrons.

I feel that all of the other results I discussed
here would have been found by others — usu-
ally in a few years — if the BNL work had not
occurred. Without Maurice Goldhaber — who
knew everything and understood everything —
I am not sure that the helicity of the neutrino
would have ever been measured.

7. Two Neutrinos! Generations
qfLeptons

Physical Review 9:36, 1962
Observation of High-Energy Neutrino
Reactions and The Existence
of Two Kinds of Neutrinos

G. Danby. J-M. Gaillard, K. Goulianos.
L.M. Lederman, N. Mistry. M. Schwartz,
and JJSteinberger

Columbia University
New York. New York
and
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton. New York
(Received June 15. 1962)

By 1962 the interaction of the neutrinos postu-
lated by Fermi had been seen — albeit with dif-
ficulty — by Reines and Cowan who observed
the neutrinos from a nuclear reactor producing
electrons in their reactions with the material in
a detector. These neutrinos, generated with
energies in the MeV range in the beta-decay
reactions that took place in the reactor and,
hence, associated with electrons, interacted so
weakly with matter that their mean path in
steel before a collision was of the order of the
size of the solar system. But the Fermi model of
neutrinos, which was known to be correct at
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Figure 8. The nuclear energy level diagram at
the left shows the transitions that occur. A sche-
matic representation of the experimental design
is at the center and the diagram at the right
shows the relationships between the helicities
and directions of the momenta of the particles
emitted in the course of the decay.

low energies, said that the interaction probabil-
ity of a neutrino must be proportional to the
neutrino energy. Mel Schwartz, then at Colum-
bia, saw that the high energy neutrinos pro-
duced with energies in the range of 1000 MeV
in the decay of n--mesons to muons produced by
the ACS would have a much higher interaction
probability (by a factor of about 1000) and
might then be detected by an appropriate, very
massive, detector. Though any detector would
still be quite transparent to neutrinos, one
could expect that a few neutrinos a day (one of
the trillions passing through) would interact in
a ten ton detector. Schwartz published this
result in Physical Review Letters.

Then Schwartz, with Lederman and Jack
Steinberger, senior colleagues at Columbia, and
with Gaillard. Goulianos, and Mistry also from
Columbia and with Gordon Danby from BNL,
built a huge (at that time) ten ton detector of
massive aluminum spark chamber plates to see
the reactions of the neutrinos.

From the conventional — and conservative —
view at that time, the very high energy neutri-
nos would produce electrons in the course of
about one-half of their interactions with the
aluminum plates and muons would be emitted
in the other collisions. The diagram of Figure 9
shows a rather simplified view of characteristic
electron showers and muon production. The
high energy electron expected from the interac-
tion of the neutrinos would generate a charac-
teristic electron-position shower as shown in
the diagram while a muon simply penetrates
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the many plates without further interaction. Of
the roughly 50 events that were observed, none
was characteristic of an electron shower while
all were consistent with the production of a
muon.

It was known that the low energy neutrinos,
produced along with electrons in nuclear beta-
decay, produced electrons in their interactions.
Schwartz and his colleagues demonstrated
clearly that neutrinos generated along with
muons in the course of 7r-decay, produced only
muons in the course of their interactions.
There must be two different neutrinos; one
associated with electrons, one with muons. In
the last decade, another lepton, labeled the T-
lepton. has been observed and we are confident
that the neutrino emitted with the r-lepton is a
third neutrino, different from the electron-
neutrino or muon-neutrino.

There are three generations of leptons, just as
there are three generations of quarks. Surely
quarks and leptons must be closely related as
suggested in the diagram at the upper left in
Figure 9. and the BNL experiment that first
demonstrated that there are different kinds of
neutrinos constituted the initial step towards
that critically important conclusion.

8. The n. Capstone of the Decuplet
and SU3
Physical Review 12:204,1964
Observation of a Hyperon
With Strangeness Minus Three

V.E. Barnes. P.L. Connolly, D.J. Crennell,
B.B. Culwick, W.C. Delaney. W.B. Fowler.
P.E. Hagerty. E.L. Hart. N. Horwitz.
P.V.C. Hough, J.E. Jensen. J.E. Kopp.
K.W. Lai. J. Leitner, J.L. Lloyd, G.W. London,
T.W. Morris, Y. Oren, R.B. Palmer,
A.G. Prodell. D. Radojicic, D.C. Rahm.
C.R. Richardson, N.P. Samios, J.R. Sanford,
R.P. Shutt. J.R. Smith. D.L. Stonehill,
R.C. Strand, A.M. Thomdike. M.S. Webster,
W.J. Willis, and S.S. Yamamoto

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York
(Received 11 February 1964)

By 1963, patterns seemed to emerge from the
spectra of hundreds of "elementary" particles
and resonances that held some promise of pro-
ducing some simplicity from what had seemed
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Fig are 9. A schema tic view of typica I events as
they might be seen in the spark chamber neu-
trino detector. At the upper left the lepton-quark
scheme from the Standard Model is shown. The
numbers in the quark-lepton table represent the
charges of the particles in terms of the electron
charge. A similar set of anti-quarks and anti-
leptons is not shown.

to be a bewildering complexity. However, all the
patterns were constructed a posteriori: no pre-
diction had been fulfilled. Perhaps, like the con-
stellations of the zodiac, the patterns might be
more an invention born of human ingenuity
than fundamental structures of God.

Moreover, predictions open to experiment
were hard to come by as the models were
known to be intrinsically flawed. However, one
clear prediction emerged: If the eightfold SU3
way was valid, there must be a particle with a
mass near 1680 MeV — with quite specific
properties — to complete a predicted set of ten
(or decuplet) shown in Figure 10. But it was

1680 -
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-1 0 1
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Figure 10. The baryon decuplet mass spectra.
All of the states except the 11 were known in
1963.



just those properties that guaranteed that the
particle would be most difficult to identify.

But the prize was great and Nick Samios and
the BNL 80" hydrogen bubble chamber group
(the group founded by Ralph Shutt) took up the
search for the Grail — and. unlike Arthur's
knights, found it.

The 80" bubble chamber, then the world's
biggest hydrogen bubble chamber, consisted
fundamentally of a large (80" long) pot of liquid
hydrogen held under pressure of about 6
atmospheres at a temperature (about -246° C)
a few degrees over its standard boiling point. A
few thousandths of a second before the parti-
cles from a beam (this time of K mesons) were
timed to pass through the chamber, the pres-
sure was released and the now super-heated
liquid hydrogen was ready to boil. That boiling"
first took place where the passage of the
charged particles had especially heated the liq-
uid and this boiling marked the trajectory of
the particles with bubbles which were photo-
graphed. Hence the bubble chamber. (As for
cloud chambers, the neutral particles left no
tracks.) This chamber, as for most chambers,
lay between the poles of a huge electromagnet
and the curvature of the particle trajectories in
the magnetic field provided a measure of the
momentum of the particle.

In this case, the active medium of liquid hyd-
rogen provided the targets for the K mesons.
The Omega was to be born in a collision
between the K-meson and a proton that formed
the nucleus of an atom of the hydrogen that
filled the chamber.

It was not extremely difficult to find' an
interesting event in a bubble chamber picture.
Professional scanners' did much of the basic
searching. But to identify the event with cer-
tainty required knowledge, ingenuity, and, per-
haps, a little talent. The key bubble chamber
photograph is shown at the left of Figure 11, a
line diagram is shown at the right with labels
for the visible and inferred particles. The mea-
sured momenta of the tracks (measured
through their curvature in the magnetic field of
the chamber) together with the constraints of
the conservation of energy and momentum,
served to produce a unique scenario of visible
and invisible particles. And that scenario iden-
tified, without question, the event as the story
of the birth and death of an Omega. The miss-
ing member of the proposed decuplet was

Figure 11. At the left, a photograph of the
Omega event; at the right a line drawing labeled
with the identification of the particles involved
in the production and decay of the Omega.

found; SUJ. with a successful prediction in the
bag. must be valid. The road to quarks — and
the Standard Model of today — was open.

When I moved into my office at BNL, I found a
large picture cf the il event on the wall — left
over from the previous inhabitants of the office,
first Nick Samios and then Bob Palmer, who
worked together on the discovery. I have now
replaced the event with a Gertrude Quastler
wood cut — but I haven't told Nick!

The eightfold way follows naturally from the
existence of three nearly equivalent light
quarks, labeled now as u (up), d (down), and s
(strange). In the quark description of today, 10
of the 27 different ways of combining three
quarks form a special set with the quark labels
of the 10 particles given in Figure 10. The elu-
sive Omega is then a combination of three of
the s-quarks responsible for associated produc-
tion, the first of the BNL great particle physics
discoveries.

9. A Flaw in CP-Invariance
Physical Review 13:138,1964
Evidence for the 2v Decay of the K2 Meson

J.H. Christenson. J.W. Cronin. V.L. Fitch,
and K. Turlay

Princeton University
Princeton. New Jersey
(Received 10 July 1964)

Why is there matter in (he universe? The
breakdown of mirror symmetry revealed bv Lee
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and Yang" left the symmetry between matter
and antimatter essentially untouched. But we
live in a world of matter, not antimatter. If the
symmetry between matter and antimatter were
perfect, the universe would be elegantly simple
but virtually empty of matter — and of crea-
tures made up of that matter who could con-
template that elegance. The existence of the
world as we know it comes from a flaw in a
symmetry exhibited by a universal mirror called
the CP mirror: a symmetry that says that the
outcome of some events in nature should
remain the same on changing matter to anti-
matter (C) and viewing the result in a mirror
(P).

It seems that at a time somewhat before the
first millionth of a second after the universe
was born in the "big bang", particles and anti-
particles probably existed in almost equal
amounts in thermodynamic equilibrium under
conditions of enormous pressure and ten?y.-ra-
ture. Then, as the universe expanded and
cooled, most of the particles found their corres-
ponding antiparticles and the pairs annihilated
each other (leaving a residue of light). If the CP-
invariance were exact, only the very few parti-
cles and antiparticles that had by chance not
found annihilation partners would be left. But
the symmetry was slightly flawed and an excess
of about one in a billion protons and one in a
billion electrons survived to form, in the full-
ness of time, galaxies, stars, planets, and
ourselves.

The flaw in the CP mirror that suggested a
solution to the problem of our existence was
first seen at Brookhaven by Jim Cronin, Val
Fitch, Jim Christenson, and Rene Turlay. Later,
Fitch and Cronin were awarded the Nobel Prize
for their leadership in the experiment.

How can we understand the flaw in CP-
invariance? We can ask brave Alice to under-
take a new adventure — beyond even Charles
Dodgson's dreams — and pass through a
stranger mirror than her looking glass. Lost in
this new land, she must ask the help of Val
Fitch and Jim Cronin to find her way home.
The diagram of Figure 12 shows Alice viewing
left-handed anti-Alice through the exotic CP
mirror provided for her ultimate adventure. If
the universe were invariant under CP, the
change of particles to antiparticles and the
change from right-handed to left-handed, she
must be forever lost. But from an extension of

CP-Mirror

Decay

Figure 12. Alice looking into a CP mirror at left-
handed anti-Alice. Both view an experiment they
conduct to tell them where they are. home or
through the CP looking glass.

the Fiteh-Cronin discovery, she knows how to
orient herself.

A superb engineer as well as a competent
physicist, Alice (or anti-Alice) builds an acceler-
ator like the AGS (she is evidently quite a fund-
raiser also!) and conducts the experiment
shown in the diagram. With a beam of K
mesons from the AGS, she makes a beam of KL

mesons through the interaction of the charged
mesons with a copper target. (Anti-Alice, follow-
ing the same directions, generates a beam of K+

mesons from her anti-AGS which, in turn,
creates KL mesons in striking an anti-copper
target.) Then Alice (anti-Alice) looks at the cur-
vature of the electrons from the KL decay as
they pass through the magnetic field generated
by electrons (positrons) passing counter-
clockwise (clockwise) about the circular copper
(anti-copper) wire. Alice sees the decay products
moving towards her: anti-Alice sees them move
away. There is a difference; the universe is not
symmetric upon the CP mirror transformation.
Our heroine can tell whether she is Alice or
anti-Alice.

The actual BNL experiment detected the
decay of the KL to two pions which is logically
almost equivalent to Alice's experiment but is
less simple pedagogically.

The experiment demonstrates a deep and
fundamental difference between matter and
antimatter and sweeps away the necessity
imposed by the purported CP symmetry that
the universe must contain no excess of matter.
We do not yet know the exact mechanisms that
led to the extra matter from which our world
and ourselves are made, but we know from the
work of Val Fitch and Jim Cronin at BNL's AGS



that our existence is not in contradiction with
the symmetries that we observe.

J 0. The J / V and the Fourth Quark

Physical Review 33:1404,1974
Experimental Observation
of a Heavy Particle J+

J J . Aubert. U. Becker. P.J. Biggs, J. Burger.
M. Chen. G. Everhan. P. Goldhagen.
J. Leong. T. McCorriston. T.G. Rhoades.
M. Rohde. Samuel C.C. Ting, and
Sau Lan Wu
Laboratory' for Nuclear Science
and Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

and

Y.Y. Lee
Brookhaven National Laboratory'
Upton. New York
(Received 12 November 1974)

Unless they achieve a deep understanding of
the character of elementary particle physics in
the early 1970s, future students of the History
of Physics are not likely to appreciate the
extraordinary importance of the discovery of
the particle we now call the J/W by Sam Ting
and his collaborators at Brockhaven, and —
independently — by Burt Richter and his col-
leagues at SLAC. Certainly the discovery was
tantamount to the discovery of a fourth charm
or c-quark, but we now know of a fifth bottom
b-quark and anticipate a sixth top t-quark with
almost total certainty. (The whole quark patt-
ern we know now, is shown in Figure 13.) Cer-
tainly the unveiling of the J / f was important,
but why was it so very, very important?

The discovery was crucially important
because it blew apart an intellectual logjam!
Before the experiment, elementary particle
physics was in a kind of stasis forced to deal
with unpleasantly asymmetric patterns. The u-
quark with a charge of 2/3 e and d-quark with
a charge of - 1 / 3 e (from which all stable matter
is formed — such as the galaxy, the sun, the
earth, and you and I) seemed to form a sensible
and rational duet but the extra s-quark, with a
charge of— 1/3 e 'discovered' by Shuct's 'asso-
ciated production' result, appeared to have no
place in a rational universe. The s-quark
seemed to be, at best an unnecessary complica-
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Figure 13. The quark pattern we know now is
shown at the left. The quarks in parenthesis
were not known at the advent of the BNL expert-
ment. The Feynman diagram at the right sug-
gests the form of the decay of the J/V compound
ofc — c to an electron-positron pair that was
actually measured by Ting and friends.
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Figure 14. At the top. the design of the double-
armed spectrometer used to find theJ/V: at the
bottom, the distribution of invariant masses of
the positron-electron pairs seen in the experi-
ment showing the peak at 3.2 GeVfrom the
decay of the J/NK

tion for the strong interactions (responsible for
nuclear forces) and, worse, a seriously disrupt-
ing intrusion in the weak interactions (respon-
sible for /8-decay and the energy of the sun). The
J/M' was quickly seen to be a component of a
new c-quark and antic-quark. This new charm
quark, with a charge of 2/3 e. was seen to be
the missing partner of the s quark (as the u-
quark and d-quark were partners) and with
that understanding, suddenly the strong and
weak interactions made sense.

Within a few days after the publication of the
experimental results, the editorial office of the
Physical Review Letters was flooded with theo-
retical papers demonstrating that the introduc-
tion of the new c-quark generated answers to a
host of troubling old questions. Indeed, the
influx of papers was so great that the editors
had to set up a committee to choose a set of
representative papers for publication.

The experiment was simple in concept, albeit
subtle in execution. The diagram at the top of
Figure 14 shows the disposition of the double-
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armed spectrometer constructed for the mea-
surement. One arm was set to measure the
energy and angle of production of electrons
made in the course of interactions of protons
from the AGS with an aluminum target: the
second arm measured positrons. From the
measured energies and angles, the experimen-
ters could construct the effective mass of the
putative particle that decayed into the electron-
positron pair. The diagram at the bottom of
Figure 14 shows the distribution of such
masses seen in the first stages of the experi-
ment. The peak at a mass of 3.2 GeV is the dis-
covery; a particle with a mass of 3.2 GeV is seen
to decay to an electron and positron. The con-
clusions described in the host of theoretical
papers then follow inexorably.

Why the odd compound name? At BNL, Ting
and his collaborators named the particle the J
(a Chinese ideogram pronounced "ting" has a
form very like J); at Stanford where a rather dif-
ferent kind of experiment reached the same

conclusion almost simultaneously with the BNL
results, the particle was named the *. Hence,
the J/ty. (I was pontificating on the particle at
dinner once, with Burt Richter at the table.
Burt interrupted me and said with a grin. "At
Stanford we call it the V/J").

Richter and Ting shared the Nobel Prize a lit-
tle later for the discovery.

Epilogue

The world is larger now. There are laboratories
larger than BNL elsewhere in the world with
accelerators larger and more powerful than
those at BNL. Hence, we cannoi expect to hold
as dominant a position in particle physics for
the next 40 years as for the last 40. But if there
are now other giants, other great laboratories,
BNL is still a remarkable place and I am confi-
dent that we can anticipate another 40 years in
the tradition of the great work I have described
here.



Faces and Scenes
from Particle Physics

Some qj the Xobel Prize winner* who have been
associated witfi Hrookliaren — Yal Fitch. James
Cronin. Samuel Ting. Frank Vang and the late
lsidor Rabbi. Leland Haworth.
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Ernest Courant. Stanley Livingston, Hartland Snyder and John Blewett at the time of the discovery
of strong focusing.
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The 80" bubble chamber, in which the il was
discovered.

A cloud chamber photograph of a KL° decaying
to three pions, two of which are visible (the ir is
labeled?*).

A view of the apparatus used to discover CP violation.
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Mel Schwartz and the spark chambers used to discover the second neutrino.

V

A notepad used \JU 1.1). Lei' during discussions
with C.X. Yancj in 1956. These discussions led to
their Nobel Prize winning suggestion that parity
might be violated. Maurice (ioldhaher.
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